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ABSTRACT
In this article we advise to adopt the adaptive
technique of acoustic model in the automatic
segmentation and labeling of speech corpus. Since the
precision of the data segmentation only based on
speaker independent model is not good enough, we
should transform the speaker independent model into
the speaker dependent one. The training method
leading to speaker dependent model needs a large
amount of training data and will cost a lot of time,
while the adaptive method can modify model
parameters to match current speaker in a short time
with a few training data and get comparatively precise
segmentation results. And at the same time, in order to
make the segmentation results more precise, we also
combine the boundary adjustment based on the
features of acoustics and phonetics and adopt an
iterative procedure.

1. INTRODUCTION
In the fields such as speech recognition and speech

synthesis, we all need the speech corpus with
segmentation and labeling. Not only is the manual
segmentation and labeling work-time-and-energy-
costing and fussy, but also the precision of the
segmentation positions is greatly influenced by
human’s judgement, especially when it comes to
coarticulation, it is difficult to decide if only
depending on the speech wave. So we need to look for
a method which can automatically and precisely
segment and label speech data. Commonly this work
can be realized by using Viterbi procedure of speech
recognition to align, but the result is not precise
enough and manual adjustment is still needed.

To make the segmentation result more precise, a lot
of improving methods have been proposed. In
document[1] parallel models are constructed to deal
with polyphones, and segmental k-means algorithm is
used. In document[2] an iterative procedure is
designed, in which Viterbi alignment, boundary
adjustment and speaker dependent HMM(SDHMM)
training are repeatedly carried out so that the model is
much closer to SDHMM and more precise
segmentation result is attained. But enough training
data is needed for this kind of method, otherwise,
acoustic models cannot be trained appropriately and
the improvement is limited. Segmentation and
labeling for little data is needed in the preparation of
such research fields as voice conversion, so we want
to design a segmentation method that can work much
better with only a few data. Naturally we think of
adaptive techniques, which can optimize models
rapidly only with a few data. The adaptive methods
we adopt here are MLLR and MAP. If only using
adaptation and Viterbi alignment the result is still not
precise enough. So we utilize acoustic and phonetic

parameters to adjust segmented boundaries in the end
of the procedure. In one pass the adaptive procedure
perhaps cannot optimize acoustic models, so it is
iterated and a convergent stop-deciding criterion is
designed. The whole flow chart is as below:

In section 2 we will introduce inside procedures of
the flow chart above. In section 3 an experiment and
its results are presented. In section 4 we will
summarize.

2. AUTOMATIC SEGMENTATION
AND LABELING

2.1 Preparations
Preparing work includes defining and training a

speaker independent HMM(SIHMM) set. We choose
right dependent consonants and mono vowels as
model units, so the segmentation results are
boundaries of them. We get right dependent
consonants by classifying vowels into 8 classes
according to their first phonemes and combining
mono consonants in terms of these vowel classes. At
the same time we divide vowel “i” into 3
pronunciations: “i”, “(z)i”, “(zh)i”, and use a silence
model and a pause model, so at last 134 models are
obtained. The models are defined as state output
mixture Guassian density continuous HMM.
Observable feature vector is composed of MFCC,
delta MFCC, acceleration MFCC and log energy.
Every output distribution consists of 20 Guassian
densities. According to the statistics of unit duration,
the state number of right dependent consonant units is
from 3 to 5 and that of vowel units is 7. We use the
data of 50 people and 500 sentences each people, as
training data. After Forward-Backward Algorithm
training we get a SIHMM set.
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2.2 Speaker Adaptation
On the whole there are two kinds of adaptation

approaches in previous work. One is to match the new
speaker’s observations with the speaker independent
training data by transforming the new speaker’s
feature space. Early approaches directly transform
feature vector[3-5] and are comparatively simple. But
the disadvantage is that labeled data is needed. Then
from this the transformation done with the model
parameters (MLLR) appears[6,7], in which we can get
transforming coefficients with EM algorithm by
optimizing the likelihood of adaptive data, and the
data needn’t to be labeled previously. The adaptive
speed of this method is very fast and models can be
improved with only a few data. But with the increase
of data, models have no trend to converge to SDHMM.
The other kind is Bayesian method. It regards speaker
independent information as prior knowledge and then
gets speaker dependent parameters from speaker’s
speech using MAP criterion[8,9]. With the increase of
data, the result will converge to speaker dependent
performance but it is slow.

In our method both MLLR and MAP are used. We
first get transformation coefficients through MLLR,
then regard them as prior knowledge to do MAP
estimation. So this method has not only high adaptive
speed of MLLR but also convergence to SDHMM of
MAP.

2.2.1 MLLR
MLLR transforms original speaker independent

parameters to make them converge to speaker
dependent ones, so its aim is to get transformation
coefficients. Since adaptive data is only a few, the
result will be bad if the number of parameters is great.
So a clustering procedure of model parameters is
required first.

We cluster mixture Guassian components by
creating for them a binary regression tree using
Euclidean distance measure and centroid-splitting
algorithm. Each leaf node of the tree represents a class.
Splitting a node proceeds as follows:

1. Select a terminal node to split.
2. Calculate the mean and variance of the

mixture components clustered at this node
3. Create 2 children nodes. Initialize their means

to the parent mean perturbed in opposite
directions by a fraction of the variance.

4. Assign each component of the parent node to
the closest child.

5. Once all the components have been assigned,
calculate the new means for the children.

6. Re-assign components to the children and re-
estimate the child means until the iteration
converges.

The whole process stops when the requested
number of leaf nodes has been achieved.

The basic idea of MLLR is to decrease the
difference between models and adaptive data. The
transformation for the mean of Guassian density of
HMM is as below[7]:

cikcik bmAm +=~ (1)

Where ikm is the mean of thk Gaussian

component of state i , cA is regression matrix, cb is

bias vector, footnote c  represents the class to which
this Guassian component belongs. Rewrite equation(1)
as:
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Since the aim of our method is to increase
segmentation precision, we should put emphasis on
dealing with the edges of a model. Here we specially
deal with the first state and the last one of a model.
We design a three-pass-adaptation procedure as
follows:
1. In the first pass we regard all Guassian components

as one class, i.e., to proceed with global adaptation
2. In the second pass we create a regression tree for all

the Guassian components of the first states of
models, then proceed with adaptation for them.

3. In the third pass we follow the same procedure as
pass 2 for the last states of all the models.
The second and the third pass make Guassian

components of the first and the last states of models
more precise. However, if adaptive data is so few that
it cannot assure proper adaptation for the classes of
the first or the last states, the parameters of them will
even be deteriorated. To assure the stability of
adaptive results, a weight strategy similar to MAP is
adopted here. It linearly combines the original mean

ikm  and the adaptive mean ikm~  as the result:

ikikik mmm )1(~ˆ αα −+= (5)

The coefficient α  would dynamically change
with the adaptive data. When data of one class

increases, the corresponding lα  should increase too,

footnote l  denoting class identifier. We calculate

lα  as follows:
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Where L  denotes number of classes, ln  is the



number of observation frames corresponding to

class l .

2.2.2 MAP
In MAP we suppose that the parameters of

SIHMM are subjected to certain kinds of distributions
and look on them as prior probability. The adaptive
models maximize a posteriori probability given
observation data. Since this method takes full
advantage of the prior information of existing models,
it can deal with problems of data sparseness
efficiently. Its estimating equation is[9]:
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Where )(λG  is prior probability. We regard

initial state probability, state transition probability and
mixing coefficient of Guassian component subjected
to Dirichlet density, parameters of Guassian
component subjected to normal-Wishart density:
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Where coefficients should meet these conditions:

0>ikv , 0>iη , 0>ijη , 1−> pikα ,

0>ikτ . The initialization and iterative change of

them have been proposed in document[10].
Calculating with EM algorithm, we achieve following
equations[9]:
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2.3 Alignment, Boundary Adjustment
and Iterative Stop Criterion

After adaptive models are achieved, a Viterbi
decoding procedure can be used to align speech data.
The precision of segmentation results depends on the
quality of models. The result is usually not precise
enough, so boundary adjustment is needed. We
consider adjusting boundaries according to acoustic
and phonetic features of mandarin speech. Here, only
syllable’s boundaries are adjusted. The features we
select here are mainly short-time energy and short-
time zero-crossing rate[11].

For the instance of “silence+consonant”,
consonants are divided into two classes presented in
Table 1.

No. unit feature
adjusting
method

unvoiced
fricative

(s,sh,x,f,h)

belonging to
fricative
noise, ZCR
is large, E is
small

1

voiced
fricative(z,z

h,j,c,ch,q)

an exploded
enery
appears
first(someti
mes), then
noise

mainly
use ZCR

plosive(b,d,
g,p,t,k)

an exploded
enery
appears first,
E is large

2
nasal(n,m),
lateral(l),

retroflexion
(r)

similar to
vowel, E is
large

mainly
use E

Table1: consonants are divided into two classes. ZCR:
zero-crossing rate, E: energy

For the instance of “vowel+silence”, adjusting
criterion is energy.The whole flow is as the following:
1. Calculate silence ZCR and energy from the silence

segment on the head of speech.
2. Adjust left boundaries for every unit in the sentence
2.1. In the case of “silence+fricative”: If current

ZCR>silence ZCR, adjust forward to proper
position; otherwise adjust backward

2.2. In the case of “silence+other consonants”: If
current E>silence E, adjust forward to proper
position; otherwise adjust backward

2.3. In the case of “vowel+silence”: If current
E>silence E, adjust backward to proper position;
otherwise adjust forward
The above adjustment is only efficient in a

narrow range. If the results of Viterbi alignment
deviate too much, they cannot be correctly adjusted
and will even be deteriorated. So the precision of
models is an important factor. Thus we carry on the



above procedures iteratively. In each iteration the
models get more precise and lead to more accurate
segmentation results. About the iteration stopping
criterion, the difference between the current and the
previous result is calculated and if it is smaller than a
certain threshold we suppose the best segmentation
result has been achieved and stop the iterative
procedure.

3. EXPERIMENT
We design an experiment to compare our method

with the one only using Viterbi alignment procedure
and the iterative speaker dependent training method in
document[2]. We prepare a test database composed of
150 sentences spoken by a speaker out of training set
and label it manually as reference. To a certain
segmentation position, if the time difference between
segmentation result and reference is more than 10ms it
is regarded as a segmentation error. The number of
errors of a sentence, divided by its segmentation
boundaries, is the error rate of this sentence. To reflect
the advantages of the adaptive method in the
circumstances of a few data, we select 5,10,20,30,50
and 150 sentences respectively to experiment and
observe the difference of the error rates with different
methods and different data. The results of the
experiment are presented in Table 2.

Sentence
Number

Adaptation Train Origin

5 11.5 31.5 25.4
10 10.4 21.7 26.2
20 9.54 19.5 26.2
30 9.66 17.8 28.1
50 9.35 12.6 28.0
150 9.01 12.3 27.1

Table 2: Segmentation results(% Error Rate) using
different methods with different sentence numbers,
Adaptation: method presented here; Train: method of
document[2]; Origin: segmentation only using
SIHMM viterbi process

In Table 2 Adaptation denotes our method, Train
denotes the method of document[2], Origin denotes
the one only using Viterbi alignment with SIHMM. In
the first two methods, with the increase of the number
of sentences the error rate becomes lower, which
illuminates that both adaptive and training methods
get more efficient with the data increasing. While the
error rate of the last method can be considered as
vibrating near 27%. When the number of sentence is 5,
the error rate of the adaptation method is apparently
lower than that of the original one, which shows that
the adaptive procedure has worked. However, the
error rate of the training method is higher than that of
the original one, which denotes that models cannot be
fully trained and even can be led to worse results if
the training data is not enough. When the number of
sentence reaches 150, the error rates of the first two
methods are fairly near and both methods are better
than the third one, which expresses that the data of
150 sentences can give the models enough training in
the second method, and that in the first method
adaptive models tend to be close to SDHMM with the
data increasing. The reason of the phenomenon that
the error rate of the second method is still a little
higher than the first is that data of 150 sentences is

still not enough for training method. And with the data
increase, the error rate of the second method will
continue to decrease.

4.CONCLUSION
In this paper we propose a segmenting and labeling

method based on HMM with adaptation. Compared
with the SDHMM training method used to
strengthened models before, this method can adapt
models to the new speaker rapidly with very little
speech data and converge to speaker dependent
performance when the data increase. So with various
amount of data size this method can always provide
precise results. While the latter training method may
make results worse if the training data is not enough
and leads to improper training performance.
Considering the time and the cost, the former is more
rapid than the latter. So our method can enhance
segmentation precision in all kinds of instances.
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